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Artistic vision
Chronos - the personification of time in

Greek mythology

Civis - the roman word for citizen or

civilization

The aim of this project is to discuss the

theme of time and its relation to

humanity - its grandeur, its infinite

scale and our insignificance in the face

of eternity. 

As such, I chose what I thought to be

the most relevant depiction of

humanity - our architecture, and

through it, a representation of all our

achievements, humanity's struggle to

grow and by showing humanity at its

peak - how it is dwarfed by time,

eroded by time, showing the futility of

our existence and the infinite nature of

time.



Artist inspiration:
Salvador Dali

Salvador Dali is a pioneer surrealistic painter
who was known for his abstract surrealist
landscape paintings featuring vast alien-like
landscapes littered with subject matter.
Some of his most famous paintings include
"The Persistence of Memory" which is a key
inspiration for this project.

The Persistence of Memory

The Persistence of Memory features
many motifs of time in the form of
watches - some melting, some infested
with ants, placed in a vast desolate
dessert landscape. The cloth-like
depiction of watches suggests the
inconsistent, arbitrary nature of time in a
dream-like state, which portrays the
concept of time to be larger than life.

DISCUSSING TIME



Melting Watch

Melting Watch depicts a pocket watch
that is warped and deformed such that it
looks as if it was "melting" around the
abstract landscape beneath it, with parts
of the watch twisting and breaking off,
floating around it like asteroids orbiting a
planet.

This deconstructs the watch into its
individual components and deforming
them in a dream-like way to suit Dali's
vision. 

DISTORTION OF SUBJECT
MATTER & DECONSTRUCTION

Incorporating Dali's ideas

Dali's "Persistence of Memory" and
"Melting Watch" both used pocket
watches as motifs of time, This greatly
influenced one of my initial ideas, which
was to incorporate an environment into a
watchface, which I then modeled in
Blender to get an understanding of the
space of the envisioned environment

USE OF MOTIFS TO
REPRESENT TIME



The 3 Initial Concepts #1

Watchface representing the
turning of time and a lighthouse
in the centre showing the
insignificance of humanity in the
face of endless time

CONCEPT OF A SEA
WITHIN A  WATCHFACE

Moving around the
camera in Blender to gain
an understanding of
space, and testing
possibilities for the
composition of a final
render.

SWITCHING
PERSPECTIVES

The use of a watchface was already seen in Dali's 
 artwork and the visual design of this idea felt too
similar and had to be revamped.

ISSUES WITH UNORIGINALITY

Taking away the basic structure of a watch, simplifying
to roman numerals, in a sense "deconstructing" the
watch like Dali had done in "Melting watch".

STRIPPING AWAY THE WATCHFACE

First sketch of
envisioned
scene



I model the scene in Blender
taking into account camera
angles and using sculpt mode
and particles to recreate waves
in a sea. I then use skyscrapper
models as objects for a particle
system creating a sea of floating
debris on the ocean

PLANNING THE
COMPOSITION

The 3 Initial Concepts #1

by the proposal round I've modelled and did a full render of the composition with reletive polish,
deciding to create a very wide spanning landscape render to create a large sense of scale for the
roman numerals.

(COMPOSITION 1)  FIRST COMPLETE DRAFT 



The 3 Initial Concepts #2

With advancements in technology and
explonential urbanisation, cities that would
previously many centuries to build now take only
a matter of decades to spring to life. This
concept representes our industrializing world
growing like a tree.      (first sketch in watercolor)

CONCEPT OF A GROWING CITY
REPRESENTED BY A TREE

I model a set of high rise buildings to add
to my tree and use particle systems to
create building shaped branches on my
tree.

MODELLING SCENE IN
BLENDER

I model the first
version of my tree 
with my
watercolour sketch
design in mind

VISUALLIZING
THE TREE



The 3 Initial Concepts #2

Moving cameras around the tree to
test out various compositions for
the tree.

EXPLORING PERSPECTIVE 

Side view of tree

After proposal evaluations, I complete the modelling of my
architectural tree, adding more variety of skyscrappers and
more branches.

(COMPOSITION 2)  FIRST COMPLETE DRAFT



The 3 Initial Concepts #3

Set atop a skeleton, the ruins of a city
stands, weathered by time, a ghost
town. The skeleton suggests the
apathetic nature of time and how, with
enough time everything is reduced to
rubble and dust                   (first sketch)

RUINS ATOP A SKELETON

To test out compositions I modeled a true to scale
replica of a human ribcage using anatomy diagrams
online and modelled simple sand dunes for environment.

MODELLING SCENE IN BLENDER

Used a desolate desert as
the environment for this
image, with a dull yellow as
the main colour scheme.

ENVIRONMENT
DESING



Close up of
spine

Perspective
shot of ribs

Has a good
sense of depth

Top-down shot
from spine

Sense of scale

The 3 Initial Concepts #3

Bottom-up shot from base of
spine

Laying our cameras in various areas of the ribcage to create
differing compositions with varying degrees of perspectives
and close ups of certain areas of the ribcage

EXPLORING PERSPECTIVE

After proposal evaluations, I
complete the modelling of
the ribcage, tweaking the the
focal length of the camera
and adding lightsources to
complete a polished
monochrome render of the
ribcage.

(COMPOSITION 3)
FIRST COMPLETE
DRAFT



Experimentation 

Graphite on ink drawing of base of spine, with
lower ribs
Experimentation of hatching techniques and
shading on skeletal structure

Prior to proposal evaluations,
I tried rendering some of my
ideas in mediums other than
3D software, attempting
graphite and ink as well as
watercolour sketches.

TRYING OUT
VARIOUS MEDIUMS

Water colour painting of tree
Moved to digital painting due to
ease of use

Graphite drawing of a city sitting atop a pen
Transparent body of pen allows for greater level of
intricacy of detail

Issues: difficult to render in 3D and touch up in
photoshop, idea was scrapped



From triptych to single image 

After proposal evaluations and discussion with my
mentor, I realised that the three images which I had
intended to collate into a triptych were not visually 

LACK OF VISUAL COHERENCY

coherent. They had differing subject matter, colour palette and environments, with some set in a
seascape, some in a desert environment and the theme of time was stronger in others and
weaker in some. Therefore, it was decided that two of the ideas would be scrapped and certain
assets from the scrapped compositions would be re-intergrated into one final image.



Artist inspiration:
Koily

A Russian online digital artist primarily
focusing on landscape paintings and
narrative character paintings. Koily is the
main source of inspiration for the visual
design of this project moving forward.

Untitled Landscape 

Koily often uses atmospheric perspective, and through the use of
mist and fading colours to create a sense of depth to his paintings

COMPOSITION

Koily also uses
various attention
guiding techniques
through contrasting
values & colour to
guide the viewer's
eye to a focal point



Untitled Landscape 

Overwhelming use of colour to create a
distinct mood in each painting, which
shapes the identity of each landscape

COLOUR & MOOD

Koily creates areas of rest for the
viewers eyes with less complex shapes
and lower detail to create a balance to
form a visually appealing painting

CHAOS AND REST

Points to learn:
Inspired by Koily's landscape paintings, I
will be focusing on using some of Koily's
compositional elements to create a more
visually compelling final image, paying
great attention to atmosphere and
contrast and using areas of rest and chaos
to guide viewer's eyes

Overwhelming use of green creates the feeling that nature has
taken over, creating a distinct mood for the painting

Use of sporadic smaller squares and in buildings and
larger shapes of darker values for the foreground
creates areas of rest and areas of detail for the
viewer's eyes



Polishing an idea
GOING FROM 3 TO 1

After deciding to go from 3 finished images to 1, I decided to work on the seascape
concept as it had the most unique visual design of all the compositions I had created
due to its uniquely wide dimensions and the use of roman numerals as the motif of
time felt like it adhered my original creative vision the most

REINCORPORATING ASSETS

I reused my architectural tree model in my
second idea as a motif to represent humanity,
which I felt was more fitting and visually
interesting than the lighthouse. Dwarfed by the
roman numerals, this tree also symbolises
humanity's insignificance when faced with
eternity



Polishing an idea

ADDING ENVIRONMENTAL ELEMENTS

After reintegrating the tree, it was time to add lighting to the scene, I first
added a textured image of a sky which I had painted as the background,
added a 360 HDR image to the world for ambient lighting, as well as a sun
light and a lot of other spotlights to light up the roman numerals

Using Ocean modifier to
create a wave-like plane to
simulate the look of an ocean

OCEAN 

Ocean plane and water material
settings
Fiddly material settings

Planar sky
stormy sky
background

Some key
spotlights
highlighted in
red



Polishing an idea

Using Volume materials to
create fog and god rays

Atmosphere & Mood

FOG
EXPERIMENTATION 

Highlighted: spot light illuminating
spotlight
Fog hovering above Ocean

Playing around with camera
angles 

Added narrative element to
images

Too much emphasis on tree,
felt more environmental
which is a plus, but theme of
time was lost

PLAYING WITH
COMPOSITION



After incorporating all the above elements as well as adding some warmer lights near the tree to bring
focus to the centre of the image, it was time to touch up the render in photoshop.

FINAL RENDER

Polishing an idea

Before
vs 

After

Final render in blender

Final image (after photoshopping)



Larger blurred rubble to
create more convincing
perspective 

ADDING
FOREGROUND
ELEMENTS

Copied piece of rubble, blurred
with gaussian blur

Rendering in Photoshop

Using Overlay blend
mode to create
contrast between
values to bring focus
to centre of the
image

OVERLAYING
COLOUR

Simple Before & After
comparison

Before

After



Larger blurred rubble to
create more convincing
perspective 

ADDING
FOREGROUND
ELEMENTS

Copied piece of rubble, blurred
with gaussian blur

Rendering in Photoshop

Using Overlay blend
mode to create
contrast between
values to bring focus
to centre of the
image

OVERLAYING
COLOUR

Simple Before & After
comparison

Before

After



Before

After

After seeking feeback
from my mentor and
some friends, I realised
that the image was not
clear as people were
interpretting the
environment to be a
graveyard or cemetary.
I've used water brushes
to paint light reflections
off of water to create a
more convincing
seascape

PAINTING WAVES

Rendering in Photoshop

Creates unique moods
for the environment 

More unclear that a
seascape was meant to
be depicted

Playing with Hue
and saturation
sliders

Tried a warmer
colour palette

CHANGING
COLOURS



Reflections & Regrets

I feel that I've created a visually compelling final
work and truly brought out the best I thought I could
with my medium. I've also persevered despite many
technical issues with Blender such as the tree not
rendering properly and the large dimensions forced
me to outsource the rendering to a render farm to
overcome the limitations of my computer's specs.

WHAT I 'M HAPPY WITH

Even so, after the completion of this project, I still
feel slightly unsatisfied as I felt that my core theme
of time and its relation to humanity was not
conveyed as clearly as I would have liked it to be. I
also discussed possibilities for switching my project
to a VR (virtual reality) or AR (augmented reality)
with my mentor, but was not explored due to time
and experience limitations, but I felt like that was a
missed opportunity that would have greatly
increased the immersion of my final product

WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN

Final image (P.S check out the full image at the google drive, more details in there)
Dimensions: 14400 x 4000 px 
                     1219 × 339 mm

Firstly, I would like to thank Ms Ong for being my mentor this year, her golden drops of inspiration have given rise to
many epiphanies and developments throughout this project. This project, unlike others in the past, has been relative
smooth sailing for me, perhaps in part due to my previous experience with modelling in Blender, and knowledge of
its power to aid in ideation. Being a one man project isn't easy, but it does have its upsides, there is no uncertainty if
a group member might not meet a deadline and creative direction is much more consistent, more focused. But with
great power comes great responsibility, and knowing that failure and success lies entirely on my shoulders is as 

THANKS AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

much a burden as knowing that others will not be able to
hinder my progress, this project has been a fulfilling one
for me and truly a test of my will and discipline.
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